
Roll No Name

Mr. Imran anwar ujjan 2K16/ITE/36 Farman Ali

0 2K16/ITE/113 Sarang Ali

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/111 Sajjad ali Lurko

Mr. Imran anwar ujjan 2K16/ITE/30 Asif ali Memon

Mrs. Nazish Basir 2K16/ITE/18 Amir Ali Sanghar

0 2K16/ITE/31 Bakhsh Ali Chachar

Dr. Sander Ali 2K16/ITE/86 Muhammad Waseem

Dr. M. Ali Nizamani 2K16/ITE/41 Gulzar Ali

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/ITE/42 Hafizullah Sarki

Dr. Zeeshan Bhatti 2K16/ITE/45 Haris Jabbar

Mrs. Nazish Basir 2K16/ITE/37 Feroz Ali Solangi

Mr. M. Hussain 2K16/ITE/87 Muhammad Yaseen

Dr. Arifa Bhutto 2K16/ITE/105 Rana Imamdin

Mr. Imran anwar ujjan 2K16/ITE/94 Najaf Soomro

Mr. Imran anwar ujjan 2K16/ITE/38 Ghulam Farooque Ujjan

0 2K16/ITE/ 0

Mr, Kamran Dahri 2K16/ITE/69 Muhammad Arif

Dr. Zeeshan Bhatti 2K16/ITE/67 Muhammad Amin

8 ITE-08
Web Blocking Software {OLD: Window 
activities monitor Application}

Received / 
Accepted

This seems like a hacking Application, how will you manage Windows Security? Windows firewall will 
automatically block any such software automatically. How will it be used then, ? Justiy how will you 

bypass firewall? How will you develop a keylogger system, auto screen capture and other monitoring? 
this will not be very usefull and a security threat. Resubmit with better new idea and unique features.

9 ITE-09
IICT Final Year Project Submission and 
Result Managemnt System

Received / 
Accepted

Same project previously already made, how is your project different from them? What new features will 
be included as compared to previous same projects? Need to include more features that are related to IICT 

FYP process. The documentation and reports are to be included. How will the FYP proposal form 
evaluaiton done online by multiple teachers for same projects, the examiner committes, supervisors, 
evaluators need to be given. then the reports and final results, entering of marks etc, all need to be 
incorporated. Update the suggestions and discuss regularly withthe FYP coordinators for correct 

implementation.

6 ITE-06 Online Boys Hostel Management System
Received / 
Accepted

Same project was already developed last year as also mentioned in the proposal. The new features are not 
enough for full project. A hostel system is already used by sindh univ hostel, how is this system different 
from that. Better to develop an Android app for hostel management and integrate it with exiting system 
used by the hostel with more features and uniqe options for user as well as administrator. need to update 
thier idea with more options involving administrator reports, defautls, maintance reports and status, etc.

7 ITE-07
BidCArt (Online Shoping) {OLD: Event 
Management System}

Received / 
Accepted

Similar projects have already been developed previously. This seems a very simple static website with 
information only of event Halls, catering services and restaurants? There is no event managemnt concept, 
or objectivs given in the proposal? This seems simple information display website and static websites are 
not allowed. not enough features or user or admin interactions. not a suitable idea. Resubmit with a fresh 

new idea .

4 ITE-04
Towards Prototyping Smart Door System 
based on Facial Recognition

Update {Not 
Received}

What Algorithms & Techniques you will use for face recognition. - Now a days Face recognition 
Algorithm and API is already available, then what will be your contribution? Justify. Is there a real need 

of this application? What camera you will use, will it be a CCTV live camera or single shot manually 
enabled  camera? What data sets you will use to train the faces? How will you train the new datasets? will 

it include a secondary fail safe mechanism like password incase face is not detected? 

5 ITE-05 Andriod Application for Dyslexia
Received / 
Accepted

Dyslexia Testing Mechanism is very difficult and it is not easy to iidentify if a person has Dyslexia or 
Not. How then will your system perform such tests? What type pf Tests, Exercises you will include in the 
System? What will be other features as the proposal is not clear and has no objectives? add more features, 
define your tests and exercises clearly. on what reules and patterns you will include these tests. Must visit 

and check these websites (https://www.american-dyslexia-association.com, www.dyslexia.me, 
https://dyslexiaida.org, https://dyslexiaida.org

2 ITE-02 Online webportal for Hajj and Umrah

Accepted/ 
Received Same 

Project .. 
Ensure 

Suggestions

Very unclear Project Description and Objectives. What ar the  mean features and objectives of your 
project? What activities will the user perform on your website? Do you know the process of Appying for 
Umrah? As it needs visa which can only be obtained through agent as direct applicaitons are not accepted 
by KSA embassy. Then for Hajj also you need to apply through Goverment for which there is only single 
form that you fill and submit? Will you system do the hotel booking? who will handle passports for Visa 
and one you reach KSA ? Not Suitable project.   Requested to resubmit with fresh new idea with unique 

features

3 ITE-03
Farming Assistant web Application (in 
Sindhi Language)

Received / 
Accepted

Idea Seems Intresting, But do our local farmers use PR/Laptop or internet for such purpose? I think better 
to also develop a compatible Android App which might prove to be more usefull. Need to addd more 

features with user interaction. Simple information based website with few Contact forms is not sufficient.

OLD: Remarks

1 ITE-01
Online Medical Prescription System {OLD: 
Student managemnt System to facilitate 
students}

Received / 
Accepted

Previously Made, Nothing new in the proposal . Add more features providing detailed objectives -  better 
to submit a fresh idea
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Mr. Imran anwar ujjan 2K16/ITE/134 Zafar Ali

0 2K16/ITE/53 Jawaid Katiyar

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/149 Hammad Saeed

0 2K16/ITE/ 0

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/82 Muhammad Sharif

Mr. Imran anwar ujjan 2K16/ITE/138 Zain ul Abdin

Mr. Imran anwar ujjan 2K16/ITE/48 Hizbullah Alias Waqar

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/127 Susheel Duseja

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/144 Raza Haider

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/ITE/03 Abdul Ahad

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/ITE/10 Adil Ali Shah

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/07 Abdul Samad

Dr. Arifa Bhutto 2K16/ITE/72 M. Bakhsh Lashari

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/47 Hassan Dahri

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/ITE/74 Muhammad Faizan

0 2K16/ITE/22 Aqib Mari

Dr. Arifa Bhutto 2K16/ITE/95 Naqash Haider

Mr. Rahat Ali 2K16/ITE/76 Muhammad Mujahid

Mr. Imran anwar ujjan 2K16/ITE/136 Zahid Hussain

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/122 Shahzaib

Mr. Imran Anwar Ujjan 2K16/ITE/11 Ahmed Jamal

0 2K16/ITE/25 Arshad Ali

Mr. Imran anwar ujjan 2K16/ITE/119 Shahnawaz

Mr. Rahat Ali 2K16/ITE/08 Abdul Waheed Panhwar

Mr. Rahat Ali 2K16/ITE/109 Sadam Hussain Hattar

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/92 Mushafique Hussain Arijo

22 ITE-22
Sprots Web App {OLD: Eco Friendly 
Calculator Andriod App}

Received / 
Accepted

title is completely Wrong and incorrect? What is Eco-Friendly? The project desciption is incorrect , the 
project Novality is missing - exisitng system should be addressed & compared effectively - every product 
already has Bar code and every store in the world uses Bar code to read , how will you apply QR code on 

every single product as its assigned by the manufacturer? such similar work is already developed by 
easyPaisa account,. Therefore resubmut with NEw Fresh Proposal

20 ITE-20
Book Borrowing & Exchange System {OLD: 
Online General Store}

Received / 
Accepted

Add some additional features - Introduction, Background, problem statement are not well addressed. 
Sstudent didn't show any intreset by putting required questions empty & unexplained. Proposal idea 

should be modified as these projects are already developed hundred times and easily available online to 
free donload. Resubmit with New idea.

21 ITE-21 Online Bus Reservation System
Submit New 

{Not Received} 
FAIL

At least write proposal on computer, handwriiten FYP proposal is not readable. Previously already made 
and many systems already exist like Deawoo. On which Bus you will apply this, have you disscued with 
any transport providers? -not many features and too simple small project. Make sure its real live project 

not dummy. - It must include Travelling History- and develop a android app compatibility.

18 ITE-18 Pick & Drop School Service
Received / 
Accepted

Idea is good, must implement in real, need to discuss with some school transport vans to implement this - 
similar to kareem , need to add more features as currently only tracking the vehicle which is not enough.

19 ITE-19
Openion Mart {OLD: General Store Billing 
Store }

Received / 
Accepted

Every shopping store has such kind of application, what is new in your software - such systems are easily 
available online free - specify the features which are not included in such applications - what are new 

uniqe featues in your project - resubmit with new features and fresh idea.

16 ITE-16 Student Inn Web Portal {OLD: Pro-Empire}
Received / 
Accepted

Project Title is Incorrect and Doessn't make any sense. Title and Project description do not match. - 
Similar project already done and again two same proejcts submitted. Not enough Features for Final year 
project submission System - How will project Evaluation be done online? Who will Assign Supervisors 
and EValuation comments? How & Where marks of Viva, Thesis and Project evaluaiton will be entered 

and by whome? Resubmit with more better new features and new idea.

17 ITE-17
Easy Renting & Sharing System (ERSS) 
{OLD: Easy Ride Zone}

Received / 
Accepted

Since there is already careem and Uber, then what is the purpose of ypour project? How it is different 
from other? How will you manage the security and harrsment threats in such servises as also faced by 

careem and uber customers? Why only website? Such projects must be android and IOS based. Need to 
update with more features and must be real project not dummy. make it live

14 ITE-14 Food Zone
Received / 
Accepted

IS it online shoping type only or like Daraz where anyone can participate and open online business? How 
will you system handle the database? Exactly same project made last year? Objective and features of the 

project not given properly. Add more features like tracking, product quality checks, feedback, ratings, etc. 
This project must be Android based as well. Must not be a dummy project. Has to be Live Online. Talkto 

few food vendors for partnership for actual working of project.

15 ITE-15 Daily Routine Reminder & Health Advisor
Received / 
Accepted

Proposal is not written properly. There is no discusion or features on Health Advisor in the proposal? 
Why in Title then? What tools and Techniques will you use to set reminder. Already 100's of apps are 

available that do much more advance functions then How can you justiy your project? Need to add more 
features and new ideas. clearly specify the objectives and functions of your system 

12 ITE-12 Sindhi Poetry Portal
Received / 
Accepted

Idea is good but not described properly. Not given details about the project/ Clearly define what will be 
included in the website? What type of content, poems, people, books will be given? Add more features 
and user interactions like list of Sindhi Poet, writer, Their Entire Published work. Do ensure to check 
regarding copywright and authorization to publish content online. Must be real full website and live 

online.

13 ITE-13 Online Examination System

Accepted/ 
Received Same 

Project .. 
Ensure 

Suggestions

Online Exam website is again a very old and previously developed many times. The proposal doesnot 
include any new or unique feature. How will you test the efficiencey and accuracy of the system? How 
different is your system as compared to previous same projects? this seems a very small and ordinary 

project. kindly resubmit with fresh new Idea or add new features 

10 ITE-10 Online Auction System
Received / 
Accepted

Same project made many times. The current project is too small and simple for FYP. Need to add more 
fetures new options. Detter to develop a Android App as wee, give category based product opiotn. User 
records of buying and selling,,Advance search options including area wise search , product based, etc. 

11 ITE-11
Online Lawyers App (OLD: Hyderabad 
Mart}

Received / 
Accepted

Another Online Shoping website? Previouslu dozen of times same project has been made. Too many 
online apps are already available even for hyderabad. And the source code is also available free online. 

There is nothing new in this project. Better to submit a new Fresh Idea.



Dr. Arifa Bhutto 2K16/ITE/50 Irfan Ali Kalhoro

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/19 Amjad Ali Bhutto

Dr, Arifa Bhutto 2K16/ITE/28 Asadullah Khan

Mr. Imran Ujjan 2K16/ITE/121 Shezad Qamar

Dr. Dilnawaz Hakro 2K16/ITE/58 Kainat Mumtaz

0 2K16/ITE/59 Kainat Laghari

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/63 M. Yasir Noor

Mr. M. Hussain 2K16/ITE/148 Syed Shahazaib Ahmed

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/ITE/66 Ali Raza Khan

0 2K16/ITE/52 Jahanzeb Ali

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/131 Waheed Ahmed

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/ITE/65 Muhammad Akram

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/ITE/84 Umair Shafique

0 2K16/ITE/146 Taha Shaikh

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/ITE/75 Mohammad Hamza

0 2K16/ITE/123 Shalom Naqash

Mr. Kamran Dahari 2K16/ITE/124 Sikandar Ali

Mr. M. Hussain 2K16/ITE/79 Muhammad Saleh

Dr. Shahzad Memon 2K16/ITE/132 Waris Raza Arain

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/125 Siraj Ahmed Bijarani

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/15 Akash Kumar

Mr. Imran anwar ujjan 2K16/ITE/114 Sarmad Hassan

Mr. Rahat Ali 2K16/ITE/139 Zeeshan Khan

Mr. Imran Ujjan 2K16/ITE/23 Areeb Hassan

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/40 Ghulam Shabir

Mr. Rahat Ali 2K16/ITE/43 Hafsa Farooq

Dr. Zeeshan Bhatti 2K16/ITE/80 Muhammad Saqib Khilji

Mr. Muhammad 
Hussain

2K16/ITE/57 Junaid Khan
36 ITE-36 Advertisement with Augmented Reality

Received / 
Accepted

Project seems intresting, but features not clearly defined. What type of adds will be included. What 
products will be given? The project system diagrap is completely wrong and doesnot relate to the tile and 
description at all. No Supervisor Signature on the proposal? atlest should have discussed with supervisor . 

provide more clear features and objectives 

34 ITE-34 Job Portal 
Resubmit {Not 

Received} 
FAIL

There are already many jobportals available, provide some new advance feature as specified in the 
proposal. - How your project will be different than other job portals?? - Resubmit the project with unique 

idea andfeatures

35 ITE-35 Leave Management System
Resubmit {Not 

Received} 
FAIL

The project specifying the simple features of online leave application. - There are same type of appliaitons 
already exist. Add some more additional features in the project. Must not be a dummy project need to 

dicusses with an organizations. Resubmit by updating the project with new features

32 ITE-32
Quality Enhancement Cell University of 
Sindh Jamshoro

Resubmit {Not 
Received} 

FAIL

Specify more features, which are included in the website providing security access of the materials.  - 
What dynamic features you will add in the website? - Resubmit it with adding the accurate features.

33 ITE-33 Security Chatting App
Received / 
Accepted

Generally, different chatting application use encryption to send the data security. - You are giving the user 
a task to decrypt the data itself -  come up with features which make data more secure than other 

applications -Resubmit with updated features

30 ITE-30 MazdoorBulao.com
Received / 
Accepted

Give more detials of the system and add more unique feature sin the project. Too simple and small project 
for FYP. Website muct be dynamic. Resubmit with more features and objectives.

31 ITE-31 Online Ride Sharing System
Resubmit {Not 

Received} 
FAIL

There are already such type of Applications providing some services. -  add more features in the 
application. - Why web based as such sustyms must be on mobile app, so develop a mobile app of it. 

Resubmit the proposal after adding more features which can be unique and new

28 ITE-28 Automation of Purchasing Store Office
Received / 
Accepted

University is using a manual tenders acquisition, how will you automate it? Specify the hierarchy of 
purchase acquisition to purchase order -  specify the features in details - resubmit the proposal after 

adding more new unique featres increaing working scope of project.

29 ITE-29 Share Journey
Received / 
Accepted

There are various applications already providing such type of services. -  compare your applicationwith 
other and specify how your project is different, add new features, come up with some more useful 

features which can be added in the application- resubmit after updating.

26 ITE-26 Prize Bond Portal
Received / 
Accepted

what would be the source of brize bond dealing ? The exisiting system such as Hamariweb also providng 
the same facility, the proposed project should provide novality otherwise it is very small and simpley 

buying and selling website with very limited features. need to add more new unique features with more 
user interaction.

27 ITE-27
Celebrino-Smart {OLD; Event Management 
System}

Received  New/ 
Accepted

Same project already submitted, there are many EMS system already developed and free available online 
providing such features - What extra features your application has. -Resubmit with update , add more 

uniqe features make it a real project not dummy for a specific organizztion or events

24 ITE-24
Shopin Bucket {OLD: GYM Management 
Sytem}

Received NEW/ 
Accepted

The proposed project didn't show any Novality, It is already used in all different organizations. Too small 
and simple project which is similar to Record managemnt System availabale online easily. Add more 

unique new features,

25 ITE-25
Smart Communication between vehicles with 
5G

Received / 
Accepted

Is 5G technology available in Pakistan, Since this technology is still not avaialble how will you use it in 
this project? Vehicle to vehicle communication can be done using 3G or 4G also better to use that. IS it 

only simulation based? How will you demonstrate it practically? 

23 ITE-23
Student Financial Aid Office Scholarship 
process University of Sindh

Resubmit {Not 
Received} 

FAIL

the proposed idea is not well suited, because already social media, FB provides the faculty with 
information. Students better may propose algorithms/ machine learning approach by identifying the 

requirements of scholarchip from his search browser



Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/14 Ahson Iqbal

Mr. Rahat Ali 2K16/ITE/01 Aamir Mangi

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/ITE/27 Asad Naeem

0 2K16/ITE/61 Kashif Malik

Dr. Dil Nawaz 2K16/ITE/135 Zahid Ali Baloch

0 2K16/ITE/51 Jhangeer Bhatti

Dr. Dil Nawaz 2K16/ITE/93 Nabeel Ahmed Babar

0 2K16/ITE/81 Muhammad Shareef Bhatti

Muhammad Hussain 2K16/ITE/32 Faaiz Ahmed Rajput

Mr. Rahat Ali 2K16/ITE/68 Muhammad Anas Chohan

Muhammad Hussain 2K16/ITE/09 Abdul Wasay

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/ITE/46 Haris Malik

Dr. Arifa Bhutto 2K16/ITE/100 Rafe Asad

0 2K16/ITE/06 Abdul Mueed

Dr. Dil Nawaz 2K16/ITE/145 Mahdi Abbas

0 2K16/ITE/142 Noman Ahmed

Dr. Waheed Mahesar 2K16/ITE/115 Shahrukh Hassan

0 2K16/ITE/ 0

Dr. Dil Nawaz 2K16/ITE/33 Fahad Fareed Memon
0 2K16/ITE/34 Faisal Chachar

Mr. Muhammad 
Hussain

2K16/ITE/147 Sadam Hussain

Mr. Rahat Ali 2K16/ITE/117 Shahbaz Ali Lund

0 2K16/ITE/ 0
0 2K16/ITE/ 0

48 ITM-48 0

46 ITE-46 Online Clinic Appointment System Update 
Too simple, Project, Add More features. Must be implemented in realtime and contain real information of 

Doctors. 

47 ITM-47 Every Day Grocery Update
Already Made, Online Shoping is too comon and simple project. Add more features. Must be real 

implemented for a real shop. 

44 ITE-44 Student Facilities Center
Received / 
Accepted

Too Simple. Not Many features. 

45 ITE-45 Fuel Rescue System Received / Accepted Late Submission, 

42 ITE-42
Everfour Tailoring Services {OLD: 
Mangwalo (A Food Service)}

Received / 
Accepted

Proposal not submitted to Coordinator, Late Submission. Previously mulitple same projects already made, 
already many sucessful same projects are online like foodpanda, etc. the project objectives are unclear, is 

it Online shoping or food delivery service or Donation website? what exactly students are trying to 
achive? better to resubmit with new unique features and idea.

43 ITE-43 EMO Player
Received / 
Accepted

 Late Submission. How will you determine facial expression through posed or live images? Android or 
Dektop application? Which dataset will be used to train the posed or live tracking system? Genetic 

algorithm is given in diagram but not mentioned in description? you will use GA or SVM? GA is very 
slow not fit for realtime systems, justify? how many emotions will be classified? with Haar features how 

the lips and eyes willbe segmented? lists the methods specifically. how will you annotate the songs?  

40 ITE-40 Graphical Calculator
Received / 
Accepted

Late submision, Similar project already made last year, specify how different is your graphical calculator 
from other calculators, Make it an android app (previous project was same desktop) specify what type of 
calculations will be performed , there are many online calculators already calculating and ploting graphs 

and charts. add more features, make it android app, resubmit with new features

41 ITE-41
AL-Sehhat E-Clinic & Medical Store {OLD: 
Student Application Portal}

Received NEW/ 
Accepted

Project not submited to Coordinator - Late submission. Same project already submitted by students this 
year, Previously multiple same projects made. Too simple and small , easily available online. Resubmit 

with new fresh idea with unique featres.

38 ITE-38 Web for Creators
Resubmit {Not 

Received} 
FAIL

Thre are already tools available to create the websites like wix.com, wordpress.com etc. how is your 
project different , provide more features which can be added in the project, justify why this project as 
many website allow to create webpages easily with more advance features and options? resubmit with 

update

39 ITE-39 Training Tutorial of Digital Logic Design
Received / 
Accepted

Late Submission, Previously similar project already made, just topic of tutrial is change, too simple and 
small. Compare the project with already exiting same type of projects/tutorials. - resubmit with more 

detials.

37 ITE-37
Learning Managemnet System for Skill and 
Career Development UoS

Accepted/ 
Received Same 

Project .. 
Ensure 

Suggestions

There are already many e-learning system providing such features specified in the proposal. Previously 
developed. Comeup with some dynamic ideas and unique features and options. Resubmit with better fresh 

idea.


